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In this starkly candid account of one boy's indoctrination into the Hitler Youth, we see a side of

Nazism that has been little recorded. This autobiographical account is a rare glimpse at World War

II from a German boy's viewpoint.
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I first heard of this book in the late 1980s, when I was at Western Kentucky University. Alfons Heck

was touring universities with a Jewish survivor of the Holocaust, and together they would tell the

stories. Mr. Heck was amazing -- a sweet, gentle old man, now not only horrified at what he had

participated in, but very worried that this could happen again, that people could allow themselves to

be twisted in such a way. It was his message over and over -- look for ways that you are being

manipulated, think twice before you look for blame on how your life or the economy is going, or you

get caught up in a movement, etc. I bought the book right then and there. It is not a very well-written

book, true, but the honesty and detail are spell-binding and put this book in the five star range. It's a

must-read for anyone wanting to try to understand how entire communities/nations can go so very

wrong. I had him sign my copy, and he said at the time that the rights had been bought to make it

into a movie. I asked him who he wanted to play his part. He looked up from the book, smiled, and

said, "Someone good-looking!" The Jewish lady he was touring with came up at last and put her

hand on his shoulder. "Alfons, Alfons, we must go now. We have to go." It was said with such

affection.



As a student of the Second World War I am very critical when it comes to the books I read over the

subject and their sources. Heck's account is nothing short but a must read on the subject. I believe

this work is as important as "The Diary of Anne Frank". Most books over this period usually concern

themselves with portraying the Germans as monsters and sadists but Heck really gives us an inside

depth into the Nazi mentality, especially the Hitlerjugend. In the end he makes the assertion that

most regular Germans were the other victims of Hitler besides the Jews and as you read the book

you begin to see on what he grounds he bases this claim. The book is a fast read, easy to follow,

rich in detail, and very touching. As my German title suggests, "one must read this book"!

This book was so touching to me because it revealed a much-ignored and rarely mentioned side of

WWII. It was a surprisingly human story, one that I never thought I'd hear. I applaud people like Mr.

Heck who can stand up and say "There's more to the story." This book is a beautiful homange to the

hardships, both humble and terrifying, that Germany's youth faced under Adolf Hitler. I highly

recommend this book to anyone with the passion to learn more than the history books tell us.

I enjoyed this book because Heck simply states the facts. There is not a lot of philosophizing - in

straightforward language, he tells it as he experienced it. His story is interesting and moving and

illustrates how children were used to further Hitler's goals. Heck died recently. I hope he has found

peace.

Heck was a member of the Hitler Youth. This is simply his story of his activities and shows how

pervasive Hitler was in the lives of Germans and German boys in particular. Don't be turned off by

the title, it is meant to show how they felt then not how the author feels now. This is a great primary

source.

I should have read this book first, but I stumbled onto Mr. Heck's Burden of Hitler's Legacy in my

local library. Mr. Heck was 17 years of age when his country was defeated on March 10, 1945. It

took him more 30 years to begin to come to terms with what Hitler did to Germany, Europe, and the

millions of people who lost their lives, which includes the 6 million Jews, yes, but also the millions

and millions of men, women, AND children who died because of Hitler's determination to be all

powerful in the world. There were also those millions who lived on, after the war, who would have to

adjust to the results of Hitler's need for power.Mr. Heck shows us that Hitler prepared the children of

his "beloved" Germany to fight for his vile beliefs and thought nothing of the impact his hatred had



on these kids. One of the saddest things that I thought about as I read this gifted writer's treatise

about the Hitler Youth movement was the waste of this man's talent. He should have been writing all

his life. He should have had the FREEDOM to develop the talents he was born with. Read this book

and weep, as I did, when I read Mr. Heck's final paragraph in this powerful, true story of the Hitler

Youth. For me, what Hitler did to the children of his country, there are no words to describe what I

felt. Just writing this review makes me cry.Mr. Heck, if you are still with us, I hope you will continue

to write and publish. And I hope you have peace at last.

Brain washing to its' max. Propaganda, Nazi schools, Hitler Youth Corps, do anything and

everything for the Fatherland.If Germany would have won I believe that would have been the end of

the world. Everyone wearing the Anti Christ's symbol (the Swastika) .Back to reality Alfons Heck

was a nice child who got caught up in the Hitler Hysteria Movement in Germany at that time. I am

glad he wrote this book at least now I have some what of a clue of how these kids became

entrapped mentally by Hitler and his psychopathic leaders.I think Heck is not only a man now, but

was a man when he was a boy regardless of who he was fighting for. He was abused by one

commander and practically had no empathy left in him at the end of the war. To come out and

speak to groups and write this book was a blessing for us. I believe this is recommended reading for

middle school age students and I would give my copy to a middle school student anytime. Then

they may have a view of what the world was like and can turn back into.
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